
LCHS Spanish II & III Live Red Home Days 1 – 5 

Contact e-mail:  michele.venable@livingston.kyschools.us 

YOU WILL RECEIVE A “0” FOR ANY ASSIGNMENT NOT 

COMPLETED 

Submit the following assignment including the web addresses for Live Red Home Days 1 – 

5 to me at the above e-mail address:(If no computer, turn in upon return to school.) 

Day 1    If you can use a computer, find a song of your choice on YouTube(KEEP IT CLEAN  

             AND NON-VIOLENT) from any Hispanic country, listen to it, then write down 10  

             words that you recognize in Spanish and translate to English along with the web address 

             so I can listen to the song. SPANISH III:  In addition to this assignment, also tell me  

             what you think the song is about.  If you do not have a computer, you will begin a  

             dialog as review of what you have learned thus far in Spanish.  First part of dialog will  

             include asking another student how he or she is, what their name is and where they are  

             from complete with appropriate responses. 

Day 2   If you can use a computer, find a tutorial(lesson) of your choice on YouTube that 

             teaches a specific grammar concept you have learned, such as, article, noun and  

             adjective agreement or any other grammar lesson you have had.  SPANISH III:  Find a  

             tutorial lesson on the Preterite tense.  Send me the web address and name of video  

             along with a brief summary of what the lesson is about.  If you do not have a computer,  

             think of a grammar lesson you have learned and summarize it briefly.  

Day 3   If you can use a computer, find a Telenovela on YouTube(KEEP IT CLEAN AND  

             NON-VIOLENT) from any Hispanic country, watch and listen to it.  Then write down 

             10 words that you recognize in Spanish and translate to English along with the web 

             address so I can watch it.  SPANISH III: In addition to this assignment, also tell me 

             what you think the Telenovela is about.  If you do not have a computer, add more to 

             your dialog from Day 1 by doing an introduction to a third person complete with the  

             appropriate responses.  Then ask the another student for their telephone number and  

             appropriate responses. 

Day 4   If you can use a computer, find a grammar song of your choice on YouTube from any 

             Hispanic country, listen to it, then summarize in English what it is teaching along with 

             the web address so I can watch and listen to it.  SPANISH III:  Find a tutorial lesson 

             on the Imperfect tense.  Send me the web address and name of video along with a brief 

             summary of what the lesson is about.  If you do not have a computer, add more to your 

             dialog from Day 3 by asking what another students likes to do and wants to do with the 

             appropriate responses. 

Day 5   If you can use a computer, find a song on YouTube that a student or group of students  

             has written as an assignment to teach a grammar concept that you understand.   

             Summarize the grammar concept briefly in English.  Include the web address so I can 

             watch and listen to it.  SPANISH III:  Find a song on YouTube by students teaching 

             Preterite/Imperfect, summarize and send web address.  If you do not have a  

             computer, conclude your dialog with the appropriate farewells from both all involved. 
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